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0. Introduction. In [2] a ring is defined as reflective if it satisfies

the condition: an element a is regular in R if and only if a + A(7?) is

regular in R/NiR), where A(7?) denotes the nil radical of 7?. In [7]

R is called N-quorite if a regular in 7? and «G A(7?) implies there exists

a' regular in 7? and »'£A(7?) such that an' — na'. In the present paper

we prove that a reflective and A-quorite ring R which satisfies the

ascending chain condition (A.C.C.) for right ideals has a right quo-

tient ring QiR).2 In addition the structure of QiR) is determined.

This paper extends the work of A. W. Goldie [4] to rings with non-

zero nil radical. By using the methods of [2], the theorems proved

herein are easy but important consequences of the results given in [4].

1. The quotient ring of a reflective ring. If 7? denotes a reflective

ring which satisfies the A.C.C. for right ideals then R/NiR) is a

semi-prime ring3 which satisfies the A.C.C. for right ideals. By Theo-

rem 3.9 of [4], R/NiR) has a regular element and, since R is reflec-

tive, 7? has a regular element. Applying Lemma 1.1* of [7] and Theo-

rem 4.1 of [4] it follows that 7? has a right quotient ring QiR). As

in the proofs of Statements 1.3 and 1.4 of [2] one can show that

QiR) satisfies the A.C.C. for right ideals and that NiQiR))

= [ab~l\aENiR), b regular in R}. Consequently QiR/NiR))

&QÍR)/NiQiR)). This proves that (1)=»(2) in

Theorem 1.1. If Ris a ring which satisfies the A.C.C. for right ideals

then the following statements are equivalent.

1. 7? is reflective and N-quorite.

2. R and R/NiR) have right quotient rings QiR) and QiR/NiR))

respectively where QiR/NiR))^QiR)/NiQiR)).

We now prove that (2)=>(1). By 2a of [l ] an element a is a unit in

QiR) if and only if a + NiQiR)) is a unit of <2(7?)/A(<2(7?)). Hence an
element a is regular in 7? if and only if a-f-A(7?) is regular in R/NiR).
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Lemma 1.1. Suppose a ring R has a right quotient ring Q(R). Then

if ab-1 is regular in Q(R) it is a unit.

Proof. We shall first show that if ab~L is regular in Q(R) then a is

regular in P. Suppose ad = 0, ds¿0 in P. There exist d\, bi with &i

regular such that bdi = dbi. Then 0 = adbi = abdi and (ab~1)((bd)b~1)

= (d5¿i)(Wi)_1 = 0, since b(bdi) = (bd)bi. Suppose da = 0, dp^O in P.

There exist ai, bi with bi regular such that bai = abi. Thus 0 = dabi

= dbai where db^O. Then ((db)b~l)(ab-^) = (dbai)(bbi)-í = 0. Thus if
ab"1 is regular in Q(R), a is regular in R. Since a is a unit of Q(R)

if a is regular in R, then ab~l is a unit of Q(R).

Theorem 1.2. Let R denote a reflective and N-quorite ring with the

A.C.C. for right ideals and let Q(R) denote the right quotient ring of R.

Then

1. Q(R) is a semi-primary S.B.I, ring.

2. Q(R) is reflective.
3. Q(R) satisfies the A.C.C. for right ideals.

Proof. By Theorem 4.4 of [4] we know that Q(R)/N(Q(R)) is

semi-simple and satisfies the descending chain condition for right

ideals. Thus the Jacobson radical of Q(R)/N(Q(R)) is zero and the

Jacobson radical of Q(R) equals N(Q(R)). Hence P is semi-primary

according to Definition 1 of [6, p. 56]. Since N(Q(R)) is a nil ideal

we have by Proposition 3 of [6, p. 54] that Q(R) is an S.B.I, ring.

(See Definition 1 of [6, p. 53].) We have shown that Q(R) is a semi-

primary S.B.I, ring. The fact that Q(R) is reflective follows from

Lemma 1.1 and 2a of [l]. To show that Q(R) satisfies the A.C.C. for

right ideals we follow the proof of statement 1.3 of [2].

Thus we have determined Q(R) to be a semi-primary S.B.I, ring

whose structure is given in [6, pp. 56-57]. Note that Q(R) is a group

direct sum of rings, each of which is a total matrix ring over a com-

pletely primary ring and a subgroup of the radical.

One might speculate that every ring P which satisfies the A.C.C.

for right ideals and where R/N has a nontrivial right quotient ring

also has a nontrivial right quotient ring. However, the example given

in [2, §1 ] is a ring which satisfies these conditions yet does not possess

a nontrivial right quotient ring since every element is a zero divisor.

Remark. In [3, p. 594] A. W. Goldie proves that a prime ring

with certain chain conditions which is right uniform is an integral

domain. The structure of an arbitrary uniform ring with A.C.C. on

right ideals can be obtained from [o]. If a ring is uniform then the

0 ideal is intersection irreducible for right ideals. Hence in this case
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by [0, Theorem 2.2] the nil radical A(7?) = {x|x" = 0, xER\ is com-

pletely prime. Thus, if 7? is semi-prime, uniform and satisfies the

A.C.C. for right ideals, then 7? is an integral domain.
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